
Dollar Store bobbin lace kit 
 
This is not a great long term setup, but many folks want to give bobbin lace a try and don’t 
have the cash to race off and buy a kit (even the horror kit). It'll give you a pretty good idea on 
if you want to start exploring things further. I’d estimate that from my dollar store and craft store 
and stash (thread, glue and pins were from stash), one kit cost me about six dollars. 
 
The basics of bobbin lace come down to just a few things. A pillow, bobbins, some pins, and 
thread. (Instructions are handy too, but we have the internet. Instructions are easy.) Pins are 
also easy. Seriously, just pins. The all metal with small heads are better, glass headed work 
fine. Thread, when you're experimenting, crochet cotton is perfectly adequate. If you really 
want nice big stitches to see exactly where everything goes, grab a ball of size 10. If you want 
things a little more delicate, size 30. If you're playing from stash, you want something well 
twisted and smooth. 
 
For the pillow, My dollar store has packages of those kids playmat floor tiles, otherwise look for 
gardening kneeling pillows in another aisle. You might even be able to steal these from your 
kids. (Just get all the pins out before you give them back). The dollar store ones are thin, I 
stacked up three to have a nice depth to stick pins in without finding them in the table. Which 
leaves bobbins. I use either thin dowels or bamboo skewers, cut to about 5 inches long, with 
wooden (or plastic) beads glued onto them. A bunch for the handle, and one (or two) for the bit 
at the top. The picture are all the bobbins I made for a beginners class I taught, as its so much 
easier to see than explain. They’re sitting on top of the playmats, for that matter, and already 
wound with size 10 cotton in pairs with an elastic band holding the pairs together.  
 

 
 
You don’t want the playmats with the letters and numbers, as your pins get caught in the teeny 
gaps between the cut outs. The plain ones are best. (If its a mix, just make sure you have a 
plain one on top).  



In looking for instructions, the two websites I end up at often are: http://lynxlace.com/ and 
http://gwydir.demon.co.uk/jo/lace/index.htm I expect that other folks have lots and lots of 
others, google is your friend. I also have had surprisingly good luck with finding bobbin lace 
books at my public library. Give it a try (or inter-library loan), you might be surprised at what 
they have. 
 
Questions, comments, refinement suggestions are welcome at luciademoranza@gmail.com, I 
just wanted to be able to kick a bit of the 'oh I could never! It's so expensive!' away from a 
really awesome hobby.  


